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About This Game

Presentation

This game is the final chapter of the Ashes of Immortality series developed by Warfare Studios, already behind Vagrant Hearts,
Midnight's Blessing and Valiant.

You can play the previous games here:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/362130/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/362140/

Description

"I told her not to get involved. I just want to go on record as saying, this is not my fault. I warned her getting involved would be
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bad. She never listens to me.

My name is Orlok Vladimir Dragonov, son of Konstantin Dragonov. I was born in the town of Stoker some 230 years ago. When I
was 23, I was to be wed to my best friend, Elizabeth Crane. What I didn't know was that Elizabeth's sister had been turned into a
vampire four years earlier. On the day of my wedding, my sister-in-law, determined to keep her sister single out of some stupid

selfishness, killed and turned me. And that's my story. Kind of a downer, I guess.

Two years ago, a hunter named Simona Rinoldt freed me from a decade of captivity, imprisonment I have her father to thank for.
We may have saved the world, I don't know.

Now we're here, in the Hinterlands, the land of Landis, the land of werewolves. I'd kill every human I see just for a rolled up
newspaper and a poop scoop. Actually, I'd kill every human I see just for giggles, but then I'm a man of simple pleasures.

I kept telling her to stay out of other people's business. It doesn't concern us. She never listens. And this is what we get for helping
people. It's never just helping. It's always something more. "What's the worst that could happen", she said.

I'll try to remember those words when they execute us for regicide."

From the same developer, do not miss another dark tale:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/544870/Blood_Ties/
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ashes of immortality 2 bad blood walkthrough. ashes of immortality 2 bad blood. ashes of immortality is - bad blood

I don't know, it's decent but a lot of people will not like these type of games... well atleast on pc. On DS and other type of
consoles these games tend to be ok for example pokemon is similar and i played that so much for fun and competitively.
Yea check it out if your bored i guess. 6\/10. This is such a waste of time.
16-bit style RPG full of colorful characters...my toaster has more charcacter than this game.
3rd episode so you now know most of the locations. They are still underpopulated. Next to nothing to do.
. this game giving me headache ahahha. I would really like to play this game, but all I get when I start is a black screen. What are
causes of that?. I don't know, it's decent but a lot of people will not like these type of games... well atleast on pc. On DS and
other type of consoles these games tend to be ok for example pokemon is similar and i played that so much for fun and
competitively.
Yea check it out if your bored i guess. 6\/10. This is the finale of the Ashes of Immortality trilogy. It tries to blend all the
threads left from the previous two volumes together and wrap them up. It does this well enough. Gameplay is similar to the prior
two volumes, the plot is decent enough and the characters are amusing. Actually, there is an undertone of humor and 4th-Wall
breaking in the game, so...

Anyway, if you've made it this far in this series, may as well finish it.. This is such a waste of time.
16-bit style RPG full of colorful characters...my toaster has more charcacter than this game.
3rd episode so you now know most of the locations. They are still underpopulated. Next to nothing to do.
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This is the finale of the Ashes of Immortality trilogy. It tries to blend all the threads left from the previous two volumes together
and wrap them up. It does this well enough. Gameplay is similar to the prior two volumes, the plot is decent enough and the
characters are amusing. Actually, there is an undertone of humor and 4th-Wall breaking in the game, so...

Anyway, if you've made it this far in this series, may as well finish it.. this game giving me headache ahahha. I would really like
to play this game, but all I get when I start is a black screen. What are causes of that?
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